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Abstract 

 

The vb.net is one of the most power full tool of software development. Software continuously monitors the input medicines from 

the user also the system provides and stocks update. In this project we are going to design and manage all medical medicines and 

data on software, the software updates with all types of medicine. We use microcontroller for locating purpose this kit detect 

medicine in tray. The first important part of project is the software. In the software a necessary programming is done, in visual 

basic software we have used c sharp language. Computer opens that software and asks for com connection of the hardware to the 

computer After that there is need to connect the hardware that mean microcontroller to the computer, to connect the 

microcontroller to the computer, we must muse the max RS232 from computer to microcontroller this sends the information 

about location of medicines in shop trays The task by microcontroller is performed is receiving data from computer and locating 

that particular tray. For tray indication we have used led that glows and tray indication done. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The vb.net is one of the most power full tool of software development. Software continuously monitors the input medicines from 

the user also the system provides and stocks update. In this project we are going to design and manage all medical medicines and 

data on software, the software updates with all types of medicine. We use microcontroller for locating purpose this kit detect 

medicine in tray.[3] 

The first important part of project is the software. In the software a necessary programming is done, in visual basic software 

we have used c sharp language. Computer opens that software and asks for com connection of the hardware to the computer [2] 

After that there is need to connect the hardware that mean microcontroller to the computer, to connect the microcontroller to 

the computer, we must muse the max RS232 from computer to microcontroller this sends the information about location of 

medicines in shop trays  

The task by microcontroller is performed is receiving data from computer and locating that particular tray. For tray indication 

we have used led that glows and tray indication done 

II. GUIDELINES FOR MANUSCRIPT PREPARATION 

 Methodology 

In order to overcome the disadvantages of current medical shop system we are using microcontroller based automatic system. 

Microcontroller used to perform various task  

A microcontroller is single chip programmable device. a software has did in in visual basic dot net in c sharp language , this 

helps to monitoring purpose.  

The process involves medical store input at all levels of distribution system this inputs are described The project aim is 

providing suitable for management of medical medicines .medical data management has become important challenge there is 

new technique is necessary  
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III. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 1: block diagram of medical shop automation system project 

As shown in above fig1 it consist of microcontroller IC 8051, power supply , rest circuit connected to the microcontroller as 

well as crystal oscillator. Fig 1 shows that microcontroller is connected to the vb.net software which operates in laptop. To 

convert data from laptop to microcontroller compatible language by using USB to TTL converter. Here we used USB to TTL 

converter i.e. Max 232. Max 232 perform task as communicator between laptop and microcontroller hardware 

IV. WORKING 

In order to tray indicate here we connect microcontroller hardware to any com port. The computer automatically detects the 

microcontroller hardware for this Purpose we have used USB to TTL converter 

     After the connection of hardware we define total medicines in software. Software makes in visual basic. The Microcontroller 

coded in such a way that any tray indication information from computer, microcontroller indicates that tray. 

      Led indicators are mounted in tray that glows when it Signals from microcontroller. The connection between microcontroller 

& led made by I2C cable .There can be connected multiple LED’s for multiple trays  

 
Fig. 2: Project hardware implemented 

Above fig (2) shows that hardware implementation for this particular project. The white sheet of paper is representing trays. The 

led are mounted on this paper. 

Between laptop and tray there is microcontroller control kit. The USB TTL Serial cables are a range of USB to serial converter 

cables which provide connectivity between USB and serial UART interfaces. The Intel MCS-51 (commonly termed 8051) is an 

internally Harvard architecture, complex instruction set computer 

The above flow chart shows actual working of project 
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Fig. 3: Flow chart 

From the above flow chart fig (3) it describes that computer need to connect the particular hardware. After start the block 

shown as detect the hardware on computer connects the hardware to one of the port of computer. After successfully connection 

establishment software starts to perform its operation. If there is error occurred during connection, there is need of checking 

connection. There may be losing connection, corrupted drivers. After successfully connection in software it updates list of 

medicines. Software assigns medicines list in alphabetical order. Then enter the name of medicine that has to be located or search 

that particular medicine. Then the computer sends the signal to the microcontroller through USB TO TTL converter that is 

max232. It converts data from one form to another form that can be microcontroller 8051 can be understands. If there does not 

data detected then reset the microcontroller to remove collision again sends the signal to the 8051 microcontroller. 

Now detect the input at microcontroller, here microcontroller act as locator. Microcontroller locates that medicine in particular 

tray. Where the medicine is placed. After that microcontroller goes to again detect input cycle 

V. COMPONENT 

 Microcontroller 8051: 

A microcontroller is an IC or a chip with a internal processor and it can connected  other support devices like I/O ports, serial 

communication interface  program memory, data memory, ram, ROM, etc. integrated together. Unlike a microprocessor Intel 

8085, 8086, a microcontroller 8051 does not need any external interfacing of support devices. The microcontroller 8051 is the 

very popular microcontroller controller ever produced in the world market. 

The following fig shows that the pin diagram for microcontroller 8051. It consists of 40 pins are shown in fig. (3) 

This device  are used in various automatically controlled devices such as remote controls, automobile engine control systems, 

medical devices, power tools, office machines. 
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Fig. 4: Microcontroller pin diagram 

 USB to TTL converter 

USB to serial RS232 adapters. It used to converting data from USB to other format which there device can understand; however, 

these are may not referred for as a serial adapter. These USB serial adapters can be isolated or non-isolated. USB to TTL Serial 

cables converter are a range of USB to serial converter cables that are provide connections between USB and serial UART 

interfaces. 

 
Fig. 5: USB to TTL Converter 

The isolated version has opt coupler and surge suppressors to prevent static electricity or other high-voltage surges to enter the 

data lines thereby preventing data loss and damage to the adapter and connected serial device. The non-isolated version has no 

protection against static electricity or voltage surges, which is why this version is usually recommended for only non-critical 

applications and at short communication ranges. 

 Software Tools 

 VB.NET 

Small basic. Visual Basic .NET (VB.NET) is a multi-paradigm, object-oriented programming language, implemented on the 

.NET Framework. Microsoft launched VB.NET in 2002 as the successor to its original Visual Basic language. 

VB.Net is a simple, modern, object-oriented computer programming language developed by Microsoft to combine the power 

of .NET Framework and the common language runtime with the productivity benefits that are the hallmark of Visual Basic 

language. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

A conclusion section is not required. Although a conclusion may review the main points of the paper, do not replicate the 

abstract as the conclusion. A conclusion might elaborate on the importance of the work or suggest applications and extensions.  

This research it can be concluded that 

 The work for MEDICAL SHOP AUTOMATION USNG VB .NET automation is completed successfully. 

 Reliable and scalable home automatic MEDICAL SHOP AUTOMATION USNG VB .NET automation on system with low 

cost and easy to implement. 

It makes human life easy and comfortable 
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